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Fundamental Questions 

 How does time "flow”? 
 Why does time have a direction? 
 How does the universe evolve? 
 What does it mean to record a memory? 
 What does it mean to compute something? 
 What happens as we think? 
 How does complexity emerge?  
 How do organisms age? 
 How do species and genomes evolve?  



OVERVIEW: BIG QUESTIONS 
What is time? 
Why does time have a direction? 
 How does complexity evolve? 
Why did our universe start in a state of such 

anomalously low entropy?  
 How can we assess odds of previous point? 
 

 



COMPLEXITY is not ENTROPY 
 
 Universe starts in low entropy state  
 Entropy of universe is strictly increasing 
 Complexity of the universe increases, but 

eventually decreases 
 



LIFE  
 In physics, we have laws, and states evolve 

with time. In biology, the laws depend on 
the states (Davies).  
 There exists channel(s) to make life, so that 

life should be common (Russell). 
 There is an arrow of time in biology, and life 

is irreversible at multiple scales (Lassig). 
 Long term evolution in E. Coli populations; 

show repeatability, time increase in fitness, 
natural selection >> genetic drift (Lenski). 



IF  
 Long term biological evolution is repeatable 

 
 
We have new solution to the Fermi Paradox: 

Since evolution on any habitable planet will 
always be the same, there is not any reason 
for a civilization to go anywhere else -- so 
they will stay home. (This idea gets further 
support from bio-scaling laws of G. West).  

THEN 



(Mike Russell) 



Galilean Satellites: 

Ganymede  Callisto    Io   Europa 

Icy worlds are easy to make 



OUTER ICE LAYER (<14 km) 

many km 



Outer Ice Layer (h<14 km) 

many  km 

Whales in Space  
     Hypothesis 

Bob 

Alice 



EXISTENCE (of Time) 
 
 Time does not exist  
 Time exists but is not fundamental 
 Time exists and *is* fundamental   
 None of the above  



EXISTENCE   
 No time: Machian Relativity (Barbour); think 

about moments, shape-space configurations.   
 Yes: Modified Block Universe (Ellis); get 

arrows of time from time irreversibility.  
 Yes: Line-based alternate topology (Maudlin); 

get arrow of time from directed lines in the 
basic mathematical construction. 
 (others -- None of the above)  



EXISTENCE (continued) 
 
 There exist moments in time, when events  

take place  
 One can have an ordering of events, even in 

the absence of fundamental reality of time 
 Both space and time (and space-time) can 

be considered discrete.    
 Predictions for experiments are the same 

whether time is fundamental (exists) or not; 
we can shut up and calculate. 



FIRST CONJECTURE 

 The behavior of the collapse of the quantum 
mechanical wave function is both necessary 
and sufficient to give time a direction on the 
microscopic level. Note: Wave function 
collapse does not increase the entropy. 

 

SECOND CONJECTURE 

 The 2nd law of thermodynamics (entropy 
always increases) is both necessary and 
sufficient to give time a direction on the 
macroscopic level. 

 
 



THIRD CONJECTURE 
 The veracity of the first two conjectures is 

both necessary and sufficient to give time a 
direction. 

 

∆S ≥ 0

 

akΨk → ANΨN
k

∑



MEMORY  
We experience sense of past-present-future, 

but physical laws time reversible (Albert); 
discussion of epistemic aspects of this issue.   
 The brain remembers and envisions future, 

and brain activation is similar (McDermott); 
we also build memories. 
 Memory is a constructive process, allows for 

vivid false memories, confidence does not 
necessarily correlate with accuracy (Roediger). 
 



MEMORY (discussion) 
 
 RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY: In the realm of 

memory studies, experiments are ahead of 
theory. We need a theoretical framework to 
model memory, with one goal of studying the 
accumulation of errors.   



UNIVERSE  
We should address Eddington challenge, if 

we believe Block Universe, then show that 
the clock can run backwards (Price).  
 Eternal inflation has a problematic infinity, 

but ergodic models are OK (Albrecht).  
 Cosmology contains assumptions, we lose 

contact w/ experiment at 1 TeV (Easther). 
We can learn something from alternate 

slicing of space-time: null, mixed time-like 
and space-like foliations (Chandler). 



Cosmic Background Radiation 
Provides Reference Frame 

 

v = 370km /s ⇒ γ = 1− v 2 /c 2( )−1/ 2
≈1+ 10−6 + ...



The finite travel time of light is a 
much bigger effect for measurements 

 

tCMB = 350,000yr t0 =13.7Gyr

t0 / tCMB ≈ 40,000



The VIRGO consortium 

The Universe is Homogeneous 
 on its Largest Scales 



Because the Universe is both  
Homogeneous and Isotropic 
on Large Scales, Einstein’s  
Equations are simple enough  
for us to solve and hence to  
do Cosmology. This Simplicity  
is an important characteristic 
of our Universe.  



But: the Homogeneous Nature  
of the Universe applies only on 
Intermediate Asymptotic Scales, 
i.e., the Homogeneous Universe 
is fundamentally an Intermediate  
Asymptotic Concept. 



CONJECTURE:  
Time in our Universe (if it exists) 
can be defined only on 
Intermediate Asymptotic Scales 

 

tI << t << tF

 

tI = Planck Time ≈10−43 sec

what about tF ?

Might find stronger 
lower bound. 



(Busha, Ketchum, Butler, Evrard, Adams) 



Island 
Universe 

14 Gyr 

54 Gyr 

92 Gyr 

Structure formation 
in our universe  
is not finished yet 
but will be soon. 
Each bound structure 
in the cosmos today 
will becomes its own 
Island Universe. 



Dark matter halos approach 
a well-defined asymptotic form 
with unambiguous total mass,  
outer radius, & density profile  

 

ρ ≈
ρ0

ξ(1+ ξ)3

(Busha et al. 2005) 



Space-time Metric Attains Universal Form 

 

ds2 = −[1− A(r) − χ 2r2]dt 2 +
dr2

[1− B(r) − χ 2r2]
+ r2dΩ2

 

tF ≈100 −1000 Gyr →1 trillion yr rH ≈12,600Mpc



Longest-lived stars will burn for 
tens of trillions of years 

Temperature 



Galaxy continues to 
make new stars, via 
conventional star 
formation processes, 
for up to tens of 
trillions of years. 



New stars through Brown Dwarf 
Collisions 

J. Barnes 



White Dwarfs of Degenerate Era 
Accrete Dark Matter Particles 

Power = quadrillions of watts 



Dynamical Relaxation of the Galaxy 

 Stellar scattering  
changes the structure 
of the galaxy over 
time 

 Spiral disk becomes 
extended and  diffuse 

 Most stars are lost,  
but a few fall to center  

Time scale  = 10^{20} yr  



   Fate of Degenerate Objects      

 Temperature  



Hawking Radiation of Black Holes 

Black 
 hole 

Virtual particles 

 

λ ≈ GM ≈ Rs

 

TH =1/(8πGM)

 

τ =1065 yr M / Mo[ ]3

 

τ =10n yr ⇒
One solar mass:         n=65 
Million solar mass:     n=83 
Galactic mass:           n=98 
Horizon mass:            n=131 



 

tI << t << tF

tI ≈10−43 sec

tF ≈10100 yr

n ≈10−276cm−3

 

}→ no clocks! 

There is only  
so much time 
in a universe. 



CHOICE 
 
We need to choose the right past hypothesis 

(Wallace).  
 Electric fish optimize energy costs, speed, 

and information acquisition (Maclver). 
 How do we choose? We need more than 

what physics currently gives us (Saunders). 
 Time perception: we live in the past, 

temporal order recalibrates, time is not one 
thing, duration indexes energy (Eagleman).  



 
 CONJECTURE: We need the sensory volume 

(SV) to be much larger than the motor 
volume (MV) in order to have choice. More 
specifically, the condition SV>>MV is 
necessary but not sufficient (from Maclver). 

 
 
 RESULT: The brain can synthesize signals 

over a time interval  t = 80 – 100 ms       
(from Eagleman) 



The MULTIVERSE   



MULTIVERSE  
 Can lower entropy (a lot!) through 

fluctuations; The Big Snap (Tegmark).  
 Arrow of time problem different with nonzero 

Lambda term (Bousso); discussion of BBs. 
When does time reverse? Minimum entropy 

state is time from which the arrow of time 
points (Aguirre). 
 Can have different set of physical laws for 

universe production than for the laws in any 
universe including ours (Davies). 



Sean’s Arrow(s) of Time 



Multiversal Comments  
 Need to specify numbers: How long does it 

take for a Boltzmann Brain to show up?   
How long for a piano to reconstitute itself?  
 Huge difference between large but finite 

time scales and infinite time – must be 
careful with infinities! 
 
We could find that multiverse is necessary 

even if it does not provide solution to our 
arrow of time problem.   

10100 yr
∞

→0



QUANTIZATION  
 Scientific notions of free will: Partial 

unpredictability is a necessary condition for 
free will, but quantum effects washed out in 
the brain (Aaronson).  
We get arrows of time from radiation, 

entropy increase, quantum measurement, 
and gravity via structure formation (Kiefer); 
can also get arrow from quantum gravity; 
entropy of our universe extremely low 
compared to black hole entropy. 



(more) QUANTIZATION 
 
 Start with a quantum gravity theory and then 

work (forward?) to show that spacetime and 
geometry can be emergent (Markopoulou); 
begin with a network and get uncertainties 
through emergence of geometry. 
 The flow of time in quantum mechanics: 

Claim that wavefunction collapse does NOT 
necessarily imply the arrow of time at the 
microscopic level (Tollaksen).   



COMPLEXITY  
 Complex systems generally have power-law 

distributions of relevant quantities (D’Souza); 
such systems undergo phase transitions; 
important difference between infinite and 
large but finite n-systems.   
 Decoherence: Theory becoming viable, great 

experimental progress (Stamp). 
 Biosystems have molecular machines, where 

energy comparable to kT and fluctuations do 
matter (Crooks); tradeoff between thermo 
efficiency and breaking time asymmetry.  



(more) COMPLEXITY 
 
 Biological systems have scaling laws that are 

(nearly) universal (West).  
 Same scaling analysis can be applied to 

cities, which live forever, and to companies, 
which die readily.    
 The difference between the two behaviors is 

determined by the scaling exponent, i.e., 

 

β < 1 or β > 1



Entropy vs Complexity 

time 

entropy 

complexity 



Entropy vs Complexity 

time 

complexity 

What is the proper definition 
of complexity in cosmology? 

When? 



TRUTH 
 
 How do scientific disputes get resolved?  
What barriers stand in the way of progress? 

 
 Computational provides a new branch of 

science (in addition to theory/experiment) 
and pose new challenges (Stodden). 
 The scientific method has some issues (e.g., 

people needing to die to make progress).  
 



The Scientific Method 
Works as an Intermediate 

Asymptotic Process 
  The enterprise of science does not operate  

on the scale of one individual investigator or 
on the time scale of one or two years.      
The system works on the size scale of the 
scientific community and over time scales of 
(perhaps many) decades (making up 
generations of graduate students). 



To a man  
with a hammer,  

everything  
looks like a nail 



One Unifying Point  
 For the manifestations of time discussed in 

this meeting, the irreversibility of time plays 
a key role. The relevant settings include:  
 Entropy increasing in macroscopic systems 
Wave function collapse in quantum systems 
 One way nature of biological evolution  
 Physiological perceptions of time  
 Psychological perceptions of time 
 Notions of time in complex systems  



Another Unifying Point  
 Fluctuations play a key role and (probably) 

are in need of further exploration. Some of 
the relevant settings include:  
 The launch of the universe itself  
 Production of Boltzmann brains 
 Reconstitution of decaying pianos 
 Details of network phase transitions 
 Molecular motors in biological systems  



 Issues Left Untapped 
 
 Chaos: Sensitive dependence on initial 

conditions is likely to play a role in 
macroscopic systems (life, choice, free will) 
 The possibility of time travel 



Fundamental Questions 

 How does time "flow”? 
 Why does time have a direction? 
 How does the universe evolve? 
 What does it mean to record a memory? 
 What does it mean to compute something? 
 What happens as we think? 
 How does complexity emerge?  
 How do organisms age? 
 How do species and genomes evolve?  



Progress 



Turtles 
all the 
way 
down! 



  

Thanks! 
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